
Color Reflections Las Vegas 

was established in 1995 

as a purely digital visual 

communications company. 

The company was established 

with the specific purpose of 

providing superior quality 

display graphics and has 

become the premiere go-to 

source across the U.S. 

Color Reflections Las Vegas 

credits close customer 

working relationships, 

exceptional customer 

service and hands-on 

senior management with 

its continued success. 

Each project defines a unique 

interaction between the 

company and its customers. 

This allows a better 

understanding of customer 

needs so Color Reflections Las 

Vegas can continually develop 

innovative and responsive 

solutions. Their 7-day per 

week production capabilities 

insures every project is 

delivered on time with brilliant 

results for any application.
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Color Reflections Las Vegas Credits EFI VUTEk 
Printers with Increasing Revenues in 2012
Challenge:

“We are an innovator that brings exceptional ideas and products 
to our customers. We needed to update our production platform, 
especially for the creation of exceptional fabric banners, to stay 
ahead of the quality and technology curve.”

— Joe Castellano, President

As a Las Vegas business, Color Reflections Las Vegas’ most common 

customer request is, “It has to look GREAT, I need it NOW, I need it 

BIG, and I don’t want to spend a fortune.” The company was looking 

for the ability to print critical applications such as large format digital 

Fabric Banners. “We knew we needed a super-wide format printer 

that could deliver extremely high quality at production speeds,” said  

Joe Castellano, President. Castellano also points out that the company’s 

goal was to increase its fabric revenues in 2012, and its investments 

needed to make significant contributions towards that goal.
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Solution

In order to meet its business goals and customer needs, Color Reflections Las 

Vegas chose to invest in an EFI™ VUTEk® TX3250r. “We first purchased the 

EFI VUTEk QS3200, then we upgraded to the EFI VUTEk GS3200,” Castellano 

explained. “Since we were already familiar with the reliability, quality and ease 

of use of VUTEk products, we decided to purchase the EFI VUTEk TX3250r for 

our fabric work.”

The EFI VUTEk TX3250r is a 3.2-meter wide dye-sublimation fabric printer that 

combines industrial productivity, high quality output and application versatility 

to meet the growing demand and requirements of the soft signage market. 

The dye-sublimation technology of the VUTEk TX3250r sublimates, or dyes,  

the fabric directly so the textile retains the drape and soft-hand as customers 

prefer. It produces brighter colors than other textile printing methods and is 

completely odorless.
Solution:

“We were concerned that 
our customers would have 
a problem if we could not 
deliver large quantities of 
fabric banners quickly. Our 
customers loved our EFI-
produced front and backlit 
fabric banners, which look 
great in any application.”

— Joe Castellano  
President 

Color Reflections Las Vegas.



Results

Color Reflections Las Vegas prides itself on staying current with the latest 

cutting-edge technology, enabling the firm to produce the highest quality 

large format and photographic printing. Now with their recent purchase of the 

EFI VUTEk TX3250r, Color Reflections is able to produce durable output with 

rich colors and dense blacks. “Investing in the EFI VUTEk TX3250r allowed 

us to extend our material offerings to our clients. Recently, we had a request 

for 60-120x120” backlit fabric banners delivered within 2 days, the job was 

completed early and the customer was very happy with the quality and delivery,” 

said Castellano.

“Our relationships with our clients are priceless,” Castellano added. “When we 

added the capability to produce dazzling fabric displays, high-density backlit 

displays, and large wall coverings quickly, with the quality they demand, it 

added an additional value to our services.”

As to what’s next for Color Reflections Las Vegas? Castellano quips, “Our 

future plans are a well-kept secret. Everyone will know in the coming year!”
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Results:

“We are known for great 
service; fast, accurate 
deliveries and competitive 
prices. The VUTEK product 
line is a critical aspect in 
enabling us to meet 
and exceed those market 
expectations.”

— Joe Castellano 
President 

Color Reflections Las Vegas.



Beat the competition and profit with EFI’s integrated Fiery®, 
VUTEk®, Jetrion®, EFI Wide Format, Print MIS and Web-to-Print 
solutions. Visit www.efi.com to learn more.

Why EFI? 

EFI™ (www.efi.com) helps businesses worldwide bring their 
visions and goals to life with a scalable, digital product portfolio. 
Our powerful servers; controllers; RIPs; inkjet printers, and precise 
color and imaging solutions help companies increase their brand 
recognition and market reach on signs, buildings, bus wraps, 
graphic displays and more. Our business automation software 
helps companies work faster and more cost-effectively. Our 
office, enterprise and mobile cloud solu tions help companies 
create, access, and communicate impactful information that can 
win them more business.
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